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Mastering Go: Create Golang production applications using network libraries, concurrency, and advanced Go data structuresPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Exploring the major features and packages of Go, along with its types and data-structures, enabling the reader to write threadsafe, concurrent cloud, and network applications

	
		Key Features

		
			Not your typical introduction to the Golang programming language
	
			Exploring Golang...
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Jeff Duntemann's Drive-By Wi-Fi GuideParaglyph, 2003
Everything you need to know to design, build, protect, and extend a Wi-Fi wireless network!

You don’t have to knock holes in your walls to network your computers and share your family’s Internet connection. Wi-Fi connects computers, printers, video cameras and game consoles into a fast Ethernet network via microwaves. In this...
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Amiga ROM Kernel Reference Manual: Devices (3rd Edition)Addison Wesley, 1991
This edition of the Amiga ROM Kernel Reference Manual: Libraries provides the latest information on how to
program the Amiga line of personal computers from Commodore. It has been updated for Release 2 of the Amiga
operating system and covers the newest Amiga computer systems including the A3000.

This book is meant to help you...
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LighttpdPackt Publishing, 2008
LightTPD is a secure, flexible, and most importantly, light web server designed and optimized for high performance environments. It is open-source and licensed under the revised BSD license. Its event-driven architecture optimized for a large number of parallel connections, its advanced features (FastCGI, CGI, Auth, Output Compression, URL...
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Advanced Programming Using Visual Basic 2008Career Press, 2009

	The author team of Julia Bradley and Anita Millspaugh remain the guiding light for countless students around the world in Programming in Visual Basic 2008. How better to master the most popular object-oriented programming language than to use the bestselling textbook? Be at the cutting edge of technology with examples, feedback questions, and...
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Magento 1.4 Theming CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	Welcome dear reader to this Magento theming book. In this book, we are going to discover
	how to modify or create Magento themes from scratch. As you are reading this book, I
	assume you already know how great a tool this open source solution is. Though we will go
	through some of the basics, like installing and some theoretical concepts,...
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Programming iOS 4: Fundamentals of iPhone, iPad, and iPod Touch DevelopmentO'Reilly, 2011

	With the advent of version 2 of the iPhone system, Apple proved they could do a remarkable
	thing — adapt their existing Cocoa computer application programming
	framework to make applications for a touch-based device with limited memory and
	speed and a dauntingly tiny display. The resulting Cocoa Touch framework, in fact,
	turned...
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Advanced C and C++ CompilingApress, 2014

	Learning how to write C/C++ code is only the first step. To be a serious programmer, you need to understand the structure and purpose of the binary files produced by the compiler: object files, static libraries, shared libraries, and, of course, executables.

	

	Advanced C and C++ Compiling explains the build process in...
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Computer Graphics for Java ProgrammersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
A great many varied and interesting visual effects can be achieved with computer graphics, for which a fundamental understanding of the underlying mathematical concepts – and a knowledge of how they can be implemented in a particular programming language – is essential. 

Computer Graphics for Java Programmers, 2nd...
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HTML Pocket Reference (2nd Edition)O'Reilly, 2002
In this completely revised and updated pocket reference, Jennifer Niederst, the author of the best-selling Web Design in a Nutshell, delivers a complete guide to every HTML tag. As with O'Reilly's other pocket references, this handy book offers the bare essentials in a small, concise format that you can carry anywhere for quick reference....
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Professional Visual Studio 2005 Team System (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2006
The launch of Microsoft's Visual Studio 2005 Team System (VSTS) is the most significant event in the software development lifecycle tools market for many years, and this book supplies the tools you need to take full advantage of it. Comprising three new role-based editions of Visual Studio, a server-side repository for all software...
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The Definitive Guide to Building Java RobotsApress, 2005

	If you want off-the-shelf robot components, free software, and development tools, this is the book for you. You can download all the software—it’s GPL (General Public License) or Apache License—and you can purchase the components from your favorite robot supplier and/or hobby shop. The following sections outline the...
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